in practice

Lease deposits may be treated as unclaimed
money under Banking Act amendments
By GARY NEWTON and JACKIE CHEUNG

Changes to the Banking Act will make
it possible for deposits held in relation to
commercial leases to be treated as unclaimed
money and transferred ASIC.

F

requently, solicitors and
real estate agents hold
deposits and security
money for clients in relation
to long-term arrangements
such as commercial leases.
The deposit might be placed
in a bank account for five
years earning interest and
then, upon expiry of the lease
arrangement, the parties
might direct the solicitor or the
agent to withdraw the invested
funds. Unfortunately, as a part
of a recent government initiative, such deposits may now be
treated as unclaimed money
by the Treasury and be transferred to the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). In effect, these
legislative changes will affect
accounts which are inactive
for prolonged periods of time
and will impose an additional
procedure by which unclaimed
money can be retrieved.
To minimise the possibility
of deposits and security money
being treated as unclaimed,
it is advisable for solicitors to
notify their clients of these
legislative developments and
implement contractual or
other forms of arrangements
where additional withdrawals and deposits to long-term
bank accounts are authorised.
Alternatively, they should
advise account holders to consult their bank with respect
to arrangements that can be
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Once accounts reach the threeyear period of inactivity, the
made to prevent funds in speADI must transfer the funds to
cific accounts being treated as
ASIC. As bank accounts mainunclaimed. In the event that
tained for the sole purpose of
money is transferred over to
holding deposits or security
ASIC, parties must contact the
bond money in commercial
commission and lodge a claim transactions generally remain
for such funds to be returned.
inactive, they are susceptible
to being classed
as unclaimed.
"It is advisable to ...
Further, it is
important to note
implement contractual or
that payment
other forms of arrangements of fees or the
receipt of interest
where additional
accrued on the
funds during the
withdrawals and deposits
invested term is
to long-term bank accounts not considered
to be a withare authorised."
drawal or deposit
to render the
The Act
account active.
The Treasury Legislation
The Act also provides for
Amendment (Unclaimed
the payment of interest on the
Money and Other Measures)
unclaimed money, an initiative
Act 2012 (Cth) (the Act)
the government has never preamends the Banking Act 1959,
viously offered. The amount
to provide for new arrangeof interest and the method of
calculating the interest will
ments for unclaimed moneysheld by authorised depositbe determined by regulations
(which are yet to be released).
taking institutions (ADIs).
The Act is anticipated to move
Exceptions to the three$760 million into the Commonyear inactivity period
wealth government's general
Under reg.20 of the Banking
consolidated revenue fund in
Regulations, accounts held as
the 2012-13 financial year.
security, set off or escrow will
In amending s.69 of the
only be assessed as unclaimed
Banking Act, the period of
if they are inactive for a period
inactivity before funds in
of at least seven years. Therebank accounts are treated as
fore, accounts held as security
unclaimed is reduced from
for a loan or another finanseven years to three years.

Gary Newton is an
accredited specialist
in property law and
a partner and Jackie
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at Colin Biggers &
Paisley.

cial obligation or, for set-off
or account combination purposes, or in escrow for a contract, will become unclaimed if
no deposits and no withdrawals are made for a period of at
least seven years. It is important to note however, that the
seven-year inactive period will
only apply to the accounts
under reg.20 where the authorised deposit-taking institution
holding the account restricts
the ability of the accountholders to make deposits and
withdrawals. For example, the
Explanatory Statement of the
Banking Amendment Regulations 2013 (No. 1) (Explanatory Statement) clarifies that
accounts not restricted by the
bank will be subject to the
three-year inactive period.
The effect of the legislation
on commercial leases

Although there are no legislative requirements for security deposits and bonds under a
commercial lease, such leases
typically provide for a bond to
be held in the lessor's solicitor
or agent's trust account.
As the funds held in such
accounts are held under a
lease arrangement as security
against loss arising from the
tenant failing to comply with
any of the terms or conditions
of the tenancy agreement,
it is unlikely to amount to a
security or set-off for a "loan"
... continued on page 32
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or other "financial obligation"
under the regulations. Particularly as the examples provided
in the Explanatory Statement
focus on contracts for the provision of services and obligations to secure a financial loan,
the nature of the examples
suggests that a bond will not
be governed. Unless a lease
amounts to a "contract" under
the regulations, a bond under
a commercial lease will not be
an escrow account for the purposes of the Banking Act. However, in circumstances where
money is held by agents, the
unclaimed monies provisions
under the Property, Stock
and Business Agents Act 2002
(NSW) (and Unclaimed Money
Act 1995 (NSW) if the amendments under the Property,
Stock and Business Agents
Amendment Bill 2012 are proclaimed) will apply.
For an account to be subject
to a seven-year inactive period,
it must be a security, set-off
or escrow account and must
secure "financial obligations",
a "loan" or be "in escrow for
a contract". Thus, as a lease
arrangement does not specifically fall within these definitions, security deposits and
bonds will likely be governed
by the amendments to the
Act, and a three-year inactive
period will apply in assessing
❑
unclaimed money.

News on elder law and succession
By PAM SUITOR

Pam Suttor is Chair of the Law
Society's Elder Law and Succession
Committee and principal of
L Rundle & Co in Sydney, email
psuttorfalrundle.corn.au.

Death and superannuation
payments

The Legal Services Commissioner has reported an unfortunate set of circumstances
where a solicitor executor and
his accountant co-executor
failed to advise a superannuation fund of the death of a
superannuant. The result was
a substantial overpayment to
the widow which was refunded
to the superannuation fund on
her death. While the superannuation did not form part of the
head estate, it is important that
solicitors always notify superannuation funds of the person's
death to ensure that the trustees of the superannuation fund
are enabled to deal appropriately with the proceeds of the
fund or adjustment of pension
payments as the case may be.
Bank identification

The task of asset collection

in deceased estates becomes
more onerous by the day. The
latest directive from St George
Bank requires executors to
attend in person at a branch for
identification before deceased
bank accounts will be released.
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National elder law faceto-face meeting

Representatives of all states
and territories except Victoria
and the Northern Territory met
at the Queensland Law Society
on 26 July 2013 for the annual
face-to-face meeting. Substantive issues discussed included:
0 contingency fees in estate litigation;
❑ Willpoint — a commercial
wills register;
❑ third-party payment and
recovery of accommodation
bonds in the Aged Care Act;
❑ problems with banks and
identification
requirements;
and
❑ the Federal government's
Aged Care Reform bills.
Apart from these matters
there was a state and territory
round-up of developments since
the last meeting.
Recent cases

Re Will of McCowen [2013]
NSWSC 1000 is a short judgment of Young AT dealing with
the concept of "clerical error"
in will rectification matters and

highlighting the problems when
unqualified persons, albeit
in a solicitor's office, are given
the task of drafting and attending on the execution of wills.
Powers of attorney and death

Practitioners are reminded
that powers of attorney terminate on death. In circumstances
where a vendor dies in the
course of a real estate transaction, the only person who can
complete the transaction is the
executor or administrator of the
deceased estate after the appropriate grant has been obtained
from the court.
Powers of Attorney
Act and forms

We still await a date for commencement.
Online filing probate notices

The principal remaining
problem with online filing of
probate notices seems to be
the time taken to complete the
application. Other issues have
been dealt with promptly by the
court.
❑
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Removal from roll:
John Leslie Hancock

Additions to the Library

On 13 August 2013, the
Administrative Decisions Tribunal of NSW Legal Services
Division ordered that the
name of John Leslie Hancock
be removed from the roll of
legal practitioners.

❑ Freckelton, Expert evidence: Law, practice, procedure and
advocacy. 5th edition. Thomson Reuters. 2013.
❑ Gerber, Contemporary perspectives on human rights law in
Australia. Thomson Reuters. 2013.
❑ Levingston, The law of affidavits. The Federation Press. 2013.
❑ McCullagh, Retirement village law in NSW. Thomson
Reuters. 2013.
❑ Sanderson, SMSF Guide 2013: Current issues and strategies
for the self-managed superannuation funds adviser. 5th edition.
The Tax Institute. 2013.
❑ Stewart, Independent contractors: A practical guide. CCH
Australia Limited. 2013.
❑ Stilianou, Land titling law and practice in NSW. Thomson
Reuters. 2013. ❑
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Supervisor appointed:
David Hooper, Oates
Legal
On 18 July 2013, by resolution of the Council in accordance with s.616 (2) (a) of the

Legal Profession Act 2004,
John Ernest Mitchell was
appointed as supervisor of the
trust money of law practices
known as David Hooper, conducted by David Hooper. This
appointment is for a term of
one year.
On 29 July 2013, by resolution of the Council in accordance with 8.616(2) (a) of the
Legal Profession Act 2004,
John Ernest Mitchell, was
appointed as supervisor of
the trust money of law practices known as Oates Legal,
conducted by Eric Oates.
This appointment is for a
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